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CLASS WITH GLASS 
We would like to take this opportunity to keep you up to date with the ever changing and ever expanding range of 

products from Showmaster Limited the UK leaders in display case hardware. 

 

SPECIAL SHOWMASTER CURVED GLASS 
As you are aware we have the facility to make special size glasses in virtually any shape to enhance 

your final product. Sneeze or deli with, with or without holes made to measure, to your specification! 

 

Showmaster can also provide glass for many obsolete counters that are no longer in production. Should you need a 

special replacement glass a template always helps with preferably a sketch of the inner and outer line of the glass. 

Any other dimensions plus the position of holes etc is a must to produce a replica. 

Delivery of our special glass is very quick from as little as 2 x weeks! 

 

TOUGHENED FLAT GLASS 
We are now able to offer very competitive prices for large quantities of toughened glass where there is a minimum 

requirement of 100 pieces. We can produce in 6mm and 10mm and can produce curved shapes for end glasses with 

optional screen printing. Standard lead time for toughened flat glass is 4 -5 weeks. 

 

UV BONDING 
We have recently undertaken some projects for UV bonding and we would welcome any inquiries you may have for 

this. Although we are in the early stages of production our lead times are fairly short. 

We are also trialling UV bonding on some of our curved glass and so far the results have been very impressive. 

 

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH 

 
We are delighted to announce our new tie up with THERM-IS Bizzotto      

 of Italy.  

With over 30 years of experience in the refrigeration industry they are  

one of the leading innovators of glass end walls for chilled, frozen and  

heated displays.  

With silk screen printing or painted end walls the glass can be supplied  

as a single panel or an insulated double glass panels with a insulated  

rubber gasket. 

 

CALL NOW FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON 07811 966909 
 


